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About This Game

Fast, explosive offensive action, we have it all in our Canadian gridiron simulation title that brings to fans everything they love
about how Canucks have been playing the game for more than 100 years. That means 12 players, 3 downs, 20 seconds, and no

fair catch eh.

  Complete professional Canadian football rule set.

  Playable with an optional subset of American rules.

  Quick Season mode that tracks full team and individual player statistics.

  Practice mode.

  All 9 Canadian football cities each with their own unique stadium.

  Includes template files for creating 10, 16, and 32 team leagues.

  Gamepad control - XBox 360 Controller for Windows highly recommended. Mouse support only in the Play Designer.

  Full 3D DirectX 11 graphics*.
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  Physics based tackles and ball mechanics.

  Full motion capture animation.

  Open source team files in xml and png formats. Easily customize the game with any popular editing tools.

  Single or Multiplayer.

Canadian Football 2017 for the PC desktop provides the same core gameplay as the console edition, but includes open source
team uniform and roster files allowing for complete customization via 3rd party tools. The PC edition also includes a complete

play designer built into the game.

*The game can be set to play with DirectX9 mode for older machines but with some visual differences.
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Title: Canadian Football 2017
Genre: Indie, Sports
Developer:
Canuck Play Inc.
Publisher:
Canuck Play Inc.
Release Date: 26 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or better (Windows 8.x not recommended).

Processor: i5

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 720 or Better

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Any Windows sound card and up to date driver.

Additional Notes: 2GB memory does not account for the memory required to effective run 64bit Windows. An XBox 360
Wired Controller is required. Mouse and Keyboard is not supported except for the in-game play designer.

English
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The asking price is at LEAST tripple what it should be. The game is extremely simplistic and super repetitive. Wish I refunded
this in time.. Controls works 50% of the time you want them to, resulting in having to do every map 100 times before making it
to the finish without a bug, glitch or jump not registering.

They even have a set of maps made up of many other maps at ONCE, to make sure you will never get to the goal without falling
because of their trash game failing on you.

The game itself has alot of potential, but it's just too buggy.. Organic Panic Preview. These are my opinions. First of all, I
recommend this game for people who like arcade quick platform action shooter mini games. This is a unique platformer action
puzzle game with great physics and destructable levels. It kind of reminds me of Little Big Planet and Worm's games but
without the strategic timer turns. I have played most of the levels, which we have access to at the moment. And can't wait to play
them again. This game has replay value, great music and sounds. Most levels in Story mode can be accomplished in different
ways. The level editor is amazing and simple to use. Many cool tools with a UI well implemented. In the level editor mode there
is an option where you can test your map on the fly and press back button to continue editing your level. I like the control
scheme in the level editor, very organized. Gameplay is fun and entertaining. The graphics are gorgeous and cartoon style. The
special effects are beautiful. There are 4 character which you play with. Each character feels different and have there own
abilities and special powers. Controls are responsive and intuitive.I play this game with an Xbox 360 controller. Game is
playable, Fantastic price. But remember, the game is in early access and there are going to be bugs.
Here's a view of Stage 2:
http:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=5HmnGSvYh3s. Clever use of weaker PC's power for an adictive game. My reason for
giving a negative review is controls. Was hoping to use on my windows tablet but fails as no touch\/tilt controls options.. A
devilishly clever test of wit. I highly recommend to anyone seeking to improve themselves while having a good time. I eagerly
await future offerings from this developer.. I have hundreds of pounds of DLC from DTG. This came as part of the Mannheim
collection. This loco is terrible when it comes to bugs. You can't get over 50kph via the HUD and have to mess around with keys
to go faster and the amps tend to come and go when they please. This is the first DLC that I have got from DTG that I would say
not to bother with unless you get it as a part of the pack. I had to keep the A button pressed down permanently otherwise power
would drop off. This is one to avoid. I read the manual to see if it was me driving it badly\/wrongly, but there was no
information in there to help. I can use the PZB comfortably and the notches of the class 86 and 87, so it is not as if I can't use
the more complicated locos.. A proper turn-based strategy VR game that isn't experimental or early access.
Interesting world but be warned the game is very slow.

Video review below (excuse the poor audio).
https:\/\/youtu.be\/rOzG6bf5HYU. A cheap price for a very well made Visual Novel.

Background and CG graphic are really Beautiful
Music fits the mood of the story , enjoyable while going through a nice story.

The excellent voice acting really brings each character to life. ( Good Job)
The debate system is really fun.

A must for any Visual Novel Lover.

. There's no mistake what this game wants to be that is Sega's Hang-On. I'm confused on the use of "Super" though as the bikes
in this game don't have the turbo that makes Super Hang-On so super. The tracks are fitting albiet a bit short side and lacking in
the variety in the tack. They could take more notes from Super Hang-on in that aspect. However, the game plays as you would
expect from a 3D interpretation of Hang-on. In the aspect of the bike automatically recentering when you release the analog
stick. As with Hang-on and Super Hang-on you have to recenter the bike manually. As far as the visuals its pretty simple with
some nice eye candy in the Hanami track. Basically, Press Garden act 2 for Hang-on. However, it looks like Super Hang-on as it
would through "rose tinted glasses" This is a short game so your millage may vary as you won't get much out of ROI.
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i dont own this game .i played it on bigfish games ages ago.i doubt it has improved since i played it.would never recommend
it.load of rubbish.. Finally it here @@@, Good anime best game @@@
10\/10. I couldn't even get it to play on my desktop. For some reason, it does not detect that I have Java.

For such a game, it cannot achieve even the most basic of tasks. That being, actually being able to play it.

. girls punching girls with hats its p good

buy if you like girls with hats punching

help zun and tasofro have a beer. Where can i get the Achievement ?. Love it fast paced, great action, and always keeping you
on edge, what else would you ask for in a fun game.. Cool! Really great time-killer. And very good changes right now to get to
the leaderboards ;).. Bugged, crush in game - confirmed. = Unplayable.... Bleigh!

8\/10
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